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EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
Tracks North America offers premier unmanned 
vehicles with fork-lift capabilities. Designed with 
safety and efficiency in mind, Tracks NA offers a 
remote-controlled solution superior to traditional 
ride-on vehicles. Experience the difference with 
our all-terrain tracked platform and universal 
skid-steer attachment plate. Whether it’s tilling 
on the farm or commercial construction projects, 
Tracks NA vehicles are your personal workhorse. 
Accomplish more while doing less with Tracks 
North America vehicles.

MASTER OF VERSATILITY

Here at Tracks North America, we believe less is 
more. Our simple design provides multipurpose 

solutions, serves various industries, and has 
endless capabilities. Compact, powerful, and built 

for any task. A true master of versatility.



FEATURES

Duplex Mast
Easily foldable for 

transportation and storage

Adjustable center of gravity 
to balance load

Tracks
All terrain standard tracks built 
for any condition 
Easy to replace ‘off the shelf’ track sizes

Diesel Engine
3 cylinder D1305 T4
Kubota diesel power 
plant

Forks

Durable folding forks
Fork Length: 43.3”

Lifting Power

Hydraulic Lifting Capacity: 
3,000-4,500 lbs

Fuel Capacity
5 gallons 
Run time 8 hours

Sliding Mast
Adjust center of 

gravity to balance 
loads 

Auxiliary Hydraulics

Universal bulk-heads

Power Category: 19-37 HP Rating 26.5KW @ 3,000rpm
Operating Grade/Angle Tolerance: 30/60 degrees
Wireless Remote Control: IMET M550L RF 
Wireless Remote Range: 1,000’ 7pin RS-232 Serial 
interface for radio/satellite control
Lifting Mast Height: 84”-104.3” 
Auxiliary Flow Rate: 15+ gpm
Total Length: 91.75”-95” 
Total Weight: 3,300-4,500 lbs 
Ground Speed: 0-22mph
Total Width: 51”-56”   
Total Height: 96”-102’’ 
Stowed Height: 28”

(Features vary with model) 



Reduce project site clutter, transportation space, and overhead 
cost with one machine. Most importantly, keep your crew a 
safe distance away from dangerous debris or unseen materials 
with the wireless remote control range of 1,000 ft. Take your 
construction projects to the next level by adding our machine and 
one of these suggested attachments. 

BUCKET

BROOMS

DOZER BLADES

CLAW GRAPPLE

HYDRAULIC TRENCHER

HYDRAULIC IMPACT 

HAMMERS

ATTACHMENTS

CONSTRUCTION



When it comes to agriculture, there’s always work to be done. Our 
unmanned vehicles are built to tackle every task. The hardworking 
men, women, and families within the agricultural community were 
the original inspiration for our machines: Simply put, we wanted 
to provide a vehicle that matched their relentless work ethic. 

BUCKETS

BALE SPIKE

POST DRIVER

BRUSH CUTTER

LANDSCAPE RAKES

MANURE SCRAPER

FENCE INSTALLATION

SNOW PUSHER/PLOW

ATTACHMENTS

AGRICULTURE



Easily clear brush, remove, cut, or transport trees. Our Tracks NA 
vehicle is your timber and forestry sidekick. Safely remove large 
trees or hard to reach limbs. Depending on the task, easily trade 
out attachments with the universal skid-steer attachment plate.

MAN CAGE

LOG SPLITTER

FORESTRY SAW

BRUSH CUTTER

GRAPPLER BUCKET

FORESTRY CUTTERS 

ATTACHMENTS

TIMBER AND 
FORESTRY



We offer two different vehicle lines: The Wolverine and 
the MPEP. Our Wolverine line is built to serve our civilian 
community, while the MPEP (Multi-Purpose Expeditionary 
Platform) line serves our Armed Forces and government 
community. Sizing, features, pricing, and capabilities vary 
based upon the vehicle. 

VEHICLE OPTIONS 

The Wolverine and the MPEP are the original Tracks North 
America vehicles. They are the world’s most compact workhorse.

Length: 	91.75"		 Width: 	51"

						Stowed	Height: 	28"	 Lifting	Mast	Height: 	104.3"

Length: 	95"		 Width: 	56"

			Stowed	Height:  29.5"	 Lifting	Mast	Height: 	84"

Tracks NA introduced the X-Series in 2020 to add load capacity 
and an adjustable engine bay that offers 10” of vertical movement.




